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In this article t survey broadly the literature on cognition, with

a special emphasis on the development of academic skills in hapdicapped

children. Among such skills, I shall concentrate almost entirely on

language and elementary mathematical skills. This concentration seems

to need little justification, since these are the basic skills most

important in training handicapped children for productive careers in

society. It is also the set of skills most important for normal children,

This. does mean that to some extent I neglect the tull range of psychologi

cal studies of concept formation in handicapped children in order to con

centrate especially on language development and elementary mathematics.

I am excluding the many studies on operant conditioning, reinforcement

schedules, paired-associate learning and the like, especially in mentally

retarded children. It is possible to make a case that these stUdies fall

within the general area of cognition, but it is also reasonable to exclude

them; and I have done so here. There have been a great many studies in

the general e.rea I am excluding; and the interested reader will find it

easy to get into that literature from some of the survey references

given below.
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I have divided the article into three main parts, treating first

problems of language and language development, second, concept formation

and abstraction, and third, elementary mathematical skills. As might be

expected, the literature on language development, for example, is larger

by an order of magnitude than the literature on the development of mathe·

matical skills. I have made some effort to locate studies dealing with

mathematical skills, but it will be clear to· the reader that additional

studies of a substantial nature are needed· in order to give a· more com

plete picture of the problems and potentialities of developing mathe·

matical skills in handicapped children.

In each of the three parts, I treat first the relatively small litera·

ture dealing with cognition in blind children. Second, I survey somewhat

superficially the enormous literature on mentally retarded children. The

.psychological ElJld educational literature on mental retardation is·:i.mmense,

with little hope for surveying it:i.n this relatively brief article. The

reader is referred especially to the Annual International Beviews of·

Research in Mental Retardation edited by Norman R. :Ellie. other single

volumes reviewing the research in extensive form are, for example, Stevens

and. Heber· (1964)aOO a book of considerable theoretical interest that I

shall return to later, Estes (1970). I emphasize, however; that these

references are only the top of the iceberg.

All the end of each part I turn to deaf children. My own research

has been concerned with deaf children, and consequently, it is only here

that I report any pr±mary research fram the Institute for Mathematical

Studies in the Social Sciences at Stanford. Research on forms of handi

cap other than theSe three has not been covered, even though there are
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substantial bOdies of research available. N:oreover, the analysis of

research on the cognitive skills of the mentally retarded has mainly

been restricted to studies dealing With educable mentally retarded

children.

I have also restricted myself to cognition in handicapped children,

because it seems most important to understand developmental processeS and

their absence in children. From a clear understanding of these we shall

be able to predict cognitive abilities of handicapped adults, and it is

really only in dealing with handicapped children as opposed to adults

that we can hope to a.evelop special education programs of long~range

significance. Limitations of space and time have forced these various

restrictions.

The general focus in this article is cognition, but because so much

of the a.iscusSion is devoted to language skills, a few remarka on the

relation of language to cognition seem appropriate. To begin with, it

is important to note that an emphaSis on cognition immediately narrOWs

·the interest in language skills. The development of phonology, a subject

of great complexity and importance in its own right, is not deet>l;r relevant

to cognition. A similar case can be even made for the development of

purely gra.mmatical or syntactical skills. \L'he relevance of language to

cognition is, 'in semantical terms more than any others, the means by

which language is used to convey information and meaning. As a conse

quence, what is said here about language and cognition Will differ rather

maikedly in tone and emphasis from a purely linguistic account of language

aevelopment in hanaicapped children.
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1. Language Skills

1,1. ~ Children

Bean (1932) studied the language development of his son, who was

blind until 18 months of age. He found that until the blindness was

removed by an operation the child's vocabulary was composed primarily

of words derived from senses other than the visual. After the opera~

tion the visual terms multiplied much more rapidly in his vocabUlary

than did terms referring to experience obtained through the other senses.

Maxfield (1936) studied eight totally blind children over several obser·

vational periods. The children were young, ranging from 38 to 73 months.

Not sUrprisingly, he found that even the youngest children had a sig

nificant percentage of visual terms in their spoken language. For

example, one of the three subjects in the range from 38 to 42 months of

age, who was totally blind, used visual terminology in 6 percent of his

total responses. More surprising are the results of Cutsforth (1951),

who investigated word associations in 26 congenitally blind children.

He fOurtd that nearly one~ha.lf of their responses contained the names of

visua.l qualities. Only about 7 percent referred to the qualities of

taste or smell and approximately 3 percent to qualities of hearing.

The remainder referred to abstract qualities not referring to particular

sensory modalities. He concluded that the high percentage of visua.l

responses was evidence that the children were developing language to

meet socie.1 approvaL An alternative hypothesis that would be interesting

to investigate is that the saliency of visual terms in the language heard

by the child.ren is certainly much higher than that of terms referring to

experience obtained through the other moda.lities. Some rather carefully
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designed experiments would be necessary to disentangle these two ways of

looking at the kind of results that Cutsforth reported.

Nolan (1960) obtained free and controlled associative responses to

the stimulus words used by Cutsforth. He obtained a somewhat BlIlaller

number of Visual responses, but concluded that the use of Visual terms

of blind children was not a significant problem for them.

Hayes (1938) studied 443 blind children (ages 10 to 23+), using

Terman's English Group Vocabulary Test. The results indicated that

among the blind inferiority in the understanding of words was about

equal to their retardation. in grade placement in the early grades,

In the research literature on blind children the use of terms re"

ferring to visual experience is often termed verbalism, because the use

of such terms is not built on direct sensory experience of the students.

A stUdy by Harley (1963), carefully conducted with 40 children blind frbm

birth, led to the conclusiOn that verbalism is not a significant problem,

He found that chronological age; intelligence and experience were in"

versely related to verbalism, i.e.; high occurrence of visual terms;

and he found no significant relati~n between personal adjustment and

verbaliBlll.

The cognitive status of visual terms in the language ¢f blind

children cannot easily be determineli from the studies reported. More

detailed semantical analysis of their actual use of such terms is much

to be desired. Beme steps in this direction have been taken by Rathna

(196~); 'Who analyzes in some detail the visual terms used by blind

persons in their spoken language.
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Bateman (1965) studied the performance of partial~seeing children in

comparison with normal-seeing children on the Illinois Test of.Psycho~

linguistic Abilities (ITPA). Her subjects were 9~ partial-seeing children

in Grades 1 to 3. Their performance on each subtest was compared with the

standardized group upon which the ITPA norms are established. In spite of

an expectation of superior performance by the partial-seeing children on

the Auditory Decoding SUbtest, no difference in performance was found.

On the Visual Decoding Subtest, the partial-seeing children, as would

be expected, showed a clear and significant deficit. On the. AUditory

Vocal Association Subtest, differences in comparison according to chrono

logical age were found, but when comparisons were based on mental age the

slight deficit for the partial-seeing group was not significant. On the

Visual Motor Association SUbtest, the partial-seeing group was signifi~

cantly below the sighted group as might be expected. On the Vocal

Encoding SUbtest, no significant differences between the groups were

found. On the Motor Encoding SUbtest; the partial~seeing children were

significantly below the normative group. This deficit was perhaps the

most $ignificant and seems to point to a lack of knowledge of how objects

are used, knowledge that is usually gained from visual experience, On

the Auditory Vocal Automatic Subtest and the Auditory Vocal Sequential

SUbtest, no significant differences were found, On the other hand,

again as woUld be expected; on the Visual Motor Sequential SUbtest,

significant deficits were found in the partial-seeing group.

A carefUl study·following up on the question of whether blind

children db compensate by developing superior auditory discrimination

ability especiallY for spoken language has been conducted by Hare,
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Hamm.illand Crandell (1970). This studys.J.so reviews the es.rl1er studies.

Using csrefulJ.y se1ected sampJ.es of psrt1s.J.~seeing ~nd seeing chiJ.dren,

the investi~tors tested the foJ.J.owingthree hypothesesi

(i) Psrtis.J.-seeing and nOI'lllBJ.-seeing children w:l.th s:lm1Js.r Il1ental

ages and chrono1ogics.J. ages do not differ signif1cantJ.y in sound Ii1S~

cr:lm1ne.t1on ability.

(:1.1) Psrt1s.J.-seeing children who vary in degree of visuaJ. acuity

do not differ in sound~discr:lmine.tionability.

(Hi) Psrtiel-seeingchUdren shQW no.significant differenceS in

the reJ.e.t1onship of sound-discr:lm1nat1on ab:Uity. to chrono1ogicaJ. age,

ments.J. age andtacti1e,kinesthetic abi1itY",

The null' hypothesis, was not, rejected by the data for any ,of the three'

hypotheses; and the authors concluded that the "m;v-th of sensory can

pensation" is thorOtlgbJ.y unsupported.

In this study, sound-discrilllinat16n ability was measured bY Form A

of the Irw:I.n Sound-Discrimination Test, which consists of 30 items at:

lTord pairs; The pairs differed most by iii. singJ.e phoneme, and the subject

was required to respond "same" or "difterent." The test is scored by

counting the correct responses to the'pairs, The pe.rtiaJ.~seeing children

had a. mean score of 19.7 w:l.th a. ste.ll.Wi.rd deviation of 6.9, and the n()rtIial~

seEling children had a. mean Bcore of 20.1 w:l.th a standard deviatiOn of 6.2.

It is clear without any statistical tests that these date. do not represent

samp1ings fram significantly different popuJ.e.tions and the null hypothesis

is not rejected.

In considering the English comprehension ,of blind stUdents; attention

has been given espec:l.aily in recent years to their ability to comprehend
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1. 2. Mentally Retarded Children

In spite of the great interest in language development, it is sur

prising that in the first five volumes of the International Reviews of

Research in Mental Retardation edited by Ellis not a single major article

was devoted to language skills or language development of mentally re

tarded persons. However, some excellent reviews of language and language

development in mentally retarded persons exist in the journal literature;

especially noteworthy are the reviews by Blount (1968) and by Spreen

(1965, 1966). The second article by Spreen deals with higher language

functions and will be referred to in the discussion of abstraction and

concept fOrmation. These three articles provide extensive references

to the literature, and I shall not duplicate their extensive bibliography

here. These review articles do not cover the_ recent linguisticallY

-oriented work on language in retardates, and consequently 1 Shallempha

size this newer literature.

Blount (1968) is particularly concerned with language in the more

severely retarded, meaning by this persons With IQs below 50 and with-

a men,tal age rangeof2 to approximately 8 years, and I want to mention

briefly some of the more interesting studies he sunnnarizeS. Karlin and

Strazzulla (1952), Ilfle (1961b ) and others find that the more severely

retarded are delayed in their language development, b\lt follow approxi

mately the same sequence of development as do normal children. A natural

comparison has been the language development of institutionalized and

noninstitutionalized-matched pairs. A number of studies have found

better performance on the part of the nonlnstitutionalized children

(Lyle, 1959, 1960a, 196ob, 1960c and 1961a; SChlanger, 1954). On the
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other hand! Mueller and Weaver (1964) found opposite results. They found

the ability of institutionalized, trainable mental retardates superior

to that of d~·school retardates of matched characteristics in terms of

IQ, chronological age, Sex and race. They used as their instrument the

illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities.

A major study by Lenneberg! Nichols and Rosenberger (1964) examined

over a period of three years the language development of Mongoloid children

ranging in age from 3 to 22 years. The IQs of the children ranged from

the 20sto the 70s. Their major findings were: IQ does not predict the

stage oflangua.ge development but chronological age does; a significant

relation exists between motor development and the onset of language;

·a.lthough. the rate is much slower, language development in Mongoloid

children is similar to that in normal children; some Mongoloid children

are able to process syntactically complex sentences. As might be expected, .

these authors used their results to defend the general proposition that

language development is not closely related to intellectual ability,

but rather it is more closely related to general biological processes

of maturation. As with most general hypotheses of this kind, the data

are not presented in a fashion that permits a sharp statistical eValuation

or quantitative assessment of the degree to which the hypothesis is actually

supported. For example! there are no statistical analyses of alternative

hypotheses, and thus there is not even a rough idea. of the sta.tistical

. pOWer. of their da.tarelative to their hypotheses.

In contrast to the study of the language of blind children, a number

of highly specific linguistic studies of the language of retarded children

are to be found in the literature. tovell and Bradbury (1967) studied
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160 children aged 8 to 15 inclusive. Their three hypotheses were.:

(i) the ability of these children to inflect, derive and. analyze compound

words improves little between 8 and 15 years of age and .is generally be~

low that of normal first graders; (ii) there is a significant relationship

between reading level and the ability to inflect lexicon words; (iii) there

is a significant relationship between IQ and the ability to inflect nonsense

words, but little relationship between reading attainment and the inflection

of such words. The data confirmed all three hypotheses.

Graham and Graham (1971)·studied the syntactic characteristics of

the speech of nine retarded children with chronological ages ranging

from 10 to 18 years and: mental ages ranging fran :5 years 6 months to

10 years. Their data supported the hypothesis that non"Mongoloid re~

tardates deveiop language at a different rate but in approximately the

same way as normal children.

Semmel, Barritt, Bennett and Perfetti (1968) undertook a grammatical

analysis of word associations of educable mentally retarded and normal

children. In studies of the language development of normal children

it has been found that as they get older they tend: to increasingly give

associations to stimuli falling within the same grammatical form class

as the stimulliJ3. These investigators found the highest level of such

form"class responses in the older normal children and the lowest inci~

dence of such responses in the institutionalized retardates.

Cartwright (1968) studied the written language abilities of educable

mentally retarded in· comparison with normal children. His subjects were

80 12- through 15~year"oid educabie mentaily retarded and 160 8- through

15-year·old normal children.. comparisons were made on the following
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language measures: composition length, sentence length, type-token

ratio, percentage of usage of different parts of speech, grammar and

spelling. The normal children of the same age had significantly higher

scores on all these measures. Younger normal children; aged 8 through

11, ·obtained significantly higher scores than the educable mentally

retarded group on three of the measures, namely, type-token ratio;

grammar and spelling. The absence of difference in sentence length is

significant, considering the extent to which mean utterance length is

currently used as a measure of language development by a number of

psycholinguists.

One of the more extensive studies of the spoken vocabulary of

retarded children has been made by Beier, Starkweather and Iambert

(1969). They interviewed 30 retarded children and recorded 2700 words

fran each. The approximately 80, 000 words of output were analyzed and

compared with the output of normal children. They found differences

in the word lists, but a large number of similarities in performance

of the retarded and normal groups. They interpreted their oVerall find

ings a.s· supporting the assumption that mentally retarded children Suffer

from a conceptual and organizational deficit in their language usage.

These various studies show that even if the sequence of language

development is s:imilar in normal and retarded children, most cognitive

functions of language are less developed in retarded children. But it

is not yet clear if the deficit is most pronounced in the primarily

cognitive aspects of·language.Much better and more detailed data on

the impact of training would also be most desirable, for example; the

rate of acquisition of new words, the rate of improvement in spoken and

written grammar.
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Ree,ding. Several good studies exist on the particUlar defidendes

of mentally retard.ed children in read.ing. bunn (1954), for eX!l1Ilple,

ccmpared.20 retarded bOys with ;50 hOrme,! stud.ents of cctnparable gl!!nel'lll

mental age, Ite used a number of the standard battery of tests to measure

reading llchievement and found that the retarded group averaged one year

belOW' the normal group of comparable mental age. J:n reading errors,

the I'etarded group had more faulty vowels and souptl omissions. Also

they loade less use of context clues. More significant; however; was

the lllCk of I1:l.fferencea between the two groups in frequehciY' of' tatiity

eonsOhllntaor in wol'd reversals, !h add:l:Hon, no signi:t:l.eatit di:t'rer~

snCEla were found. between the groups on he.ndetlness, eye domihance or iiiilt@!d

latersl dominance. Because of a similar finding in other sttid.ies; it i!!!

worth notihg that more personal~social maladjustment!!! ware found. in the

reta.rded grouP.; on the basis of teacher ratings.

Ragland (1964) obtained rl;!sults similar to IliUm; s. ite ~s CotiGH~:t'ned.

to investigate more thorOUghly why educable mentailiY' retarded children

lagged. behind. the reading achievement that would be predicted fran their

ment~ agl;!s. Using the J:liino:l.s ~st of psycholinguistic Abilities;

he found. that the retarded readli!l'li !leored significantly lO'Wii!:l'. than

nOlll'!!tard.ed read.ers on the AtiI1:i:l:or;ji Vocal Automatic 8ubtest. III this

literature this is caliedth!! s.utQMatic seqUential level. ~e aut~tic

!llquentiel responses have been ndted. to be deficient in retardAtes ill

a numbn of Iiltudies using the :Illinois test. Results rather similEIt'

to l1il.gland l s were also found by X!l.ss (1962), in an Uhpub1:l.sht;;d Ii.Octorsl

- Glilislirtation, What is significant liiobout Ragland 's conc1usions j as wU

as those ot Qther investigators with Similar results; is that the reading
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difficulties of retarded children seem to reside at the nonmeaningful

automatic"level of responding rather than at the meaningful level.

These results seem rather surprising, for it would be natural to conjec

ture that the problem of understanding meaning would be the main source

of difficulty. It would be desirable to have mOre detailed quantitative

data on these matters under strictly defined learning conditions. It

does suggest a very fruitful area of research.

A number of other studies on the reading difficulties of retardates

are to be found in the literature, although I shall not attempt a wider

review. One does come away from this literature with the impression

"that much more quantitative research should be undertaken in this area.

Most of the studies use at the most relatively simple statistical tests;

in many cases, even simple measures of this kind are missing. Detailed

learning·theoretic fltudies with clear underlying theoretical aSSumptions

about learning would seem to be called for in this significant area of

training of retardates. The excellent studies of discrimination learn~

ing and paired-associate learning by retardates that lie outside the

field. Of this review do not easily generalize to more complex problems

like those of reading. However, the methodology of those studies; which

is"in many cases at an excellent level, needs to be brought to the stUd;\'

of' teaching the retarded child to read. More is said about these matters

in Section 2.

I have reported a number of different kinds of studies about the

language development "and language usage of retarded children. It is

clear that" we are still some distance from haVing a systematic and

comprehensive theory of these phenomena. Perhaps the central issue
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of a theoretical nature is. whether the language development and usage

of retarded children can be treated as qualitativelys:imilar to that

of norme.1 children, but at a slower rate of development. This is the

thesis of tenneberg and other biologically oriented linguists. Psy~

chologists concerned with the development of cognitive skills in con~

Junction with the development of language are probably inherently more

Skeptical of this thesis and have performed a number of studieS to place

it in doobt. As indicated by the conclusions of several of the studies

StilJlm!lrized above (Lovell & Bt'adbury, 1967; Sennnel et al., 1968; Cartwright,

1968) 13eier et ai., 1969), what is needed is a more precise definition

of what is tabe regarded as the central core of language development

as opposed to the development of broad cognitive skillS and knowledge.

It is also clear that although a number of studies have been per-

formed on language training of retardates, much mOre ie to be learned

in thie area. As yet; no extensive studies of langUage learning with

an eIIlphasis on the learning of syntax and selllantics are available. 1t

would be interesting to compare at a more abstract and systematic level

the productioh gra.nIllJEU' and selllant1cs of retarded and norllle1 children•.

The methodology for such studies is exemplified in the etudY of the

speech of normal children in Smith (1912) and Suppes (jmOj 1971). it

is lIlY Judgment that this woUld be One of the mOst Salient areas for future

research of significance for the langUage training of retarded children.

Deaf Children_.- ==::.=
The probiem of language deficits in deaf children has received

more attention than any other cognitive ·oreducational compOnent of

the competencies and skills of deaf children. Competence in a standard
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natural language is the outstanding defect and problem of deaf persons.

The magnitude of the defect in general varies directly with the magnitude

of hearing loss and with the age of hearing impairment. . These facts are

well known, and I shall not review the data here. Studies of the language

performance of deaf persons naturally fall into three parts: production

and comprehension of spoken language, production and comprehension of

.written language, and production and comprehension of manual or sign

language. Discussion of the hotly contested issue of whether deaf

children should be taught manual communication or oral communication

is given below.

Concerning the initial vocalizations of infants in the acquisition

of spoken language, 1.enneberg, Rebelsky and Nichols (1965) did not find

significant differences between deaf and hearing infants during the

first three months of life. The evidence seems to be that deaf children

continue to develop a normal pattern of vocalizations (babbling; crying,

cooing, etc.) until about siX to nine months of age.

When we turn to older children, the number of studies on the spoken

speech of deaf children is small. In their extensive survey of the langnage

skills of reading and writing in deaf children, Cooper and Rosenstein (1966)

indicated that they were able to find only a few stUdies concerning the

spoken language of deaf children, and they exCluded a survey for this

reason. Six years later, at the Writing of this article; the situation

.still seems to be true. There are a few studies of the spoken SjyIltax of

hard-of-hearing and deaf children, for example, Brannon and Murry (1963),

. but the number of studies is small, and. the extent to which the studies
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pursue the syntactic or Semantic structure of the spdken speech is stitl

unsatisfactory.

Brannon and Murry compared groups of hearing with hearing-impaired

children in their orat as well as written responses to colored pictures.

The ~esponSes were evaluated by use of MYklebust's Picture Story Language

Test. As might be expected, they found. that as the hearing loss increased,

the ability to ccxmnunicate orally decreased. More interesting is their

finding that although the deaf we~e inferior in structural accuracy, they

we~e not inferior in productivity. Also, corresponding to other findings

in the literature, the deaf children began and ended their sentenceS with

~elative1y few errors compared with the large number of errors occurring

in the middle of SentenceS. :Further, the inflectionsl patterns of English

werl! not used extensively by the deaf) they. tended to use kernel sentences

more than did norml children.

The evidence of a paucity of studies of spoken langUage is reinforced.

by Quigley's (1966) excellent review of language research in countries other

than the United States. Ite reported few studies of a research character

dee.1ingwi'th spoken speech. He did mention Linderis (1962) study of the

speech rates of deaf children and. summarized Linder's finding that in

spitl! of the conSiderably slower speech rate of the deaf children only

the vbiM sounds were lengthened, tn adiHtion, the length of syllables

shows lees variation in the pronunc iaHon of deaf children than in the

pronunciation of adults With normal hearing. lclinghammer (1961) compared

the record.ed speech of ten normal; blind. and deaf perSons and. had their

speech ~udged by Hsteners in 'VlU'ious areas. In comparison with the blind,

the deaf did not do verY'Wl!ll. Apparently the 'U!lusual features of deaf
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speech to normal ears were an immediate source of difficulty for normal

hearing listeners. The other studies reported by Quigley are of a similar

character, i.e., they are not linguistic in character, and it is only

recently that we could anticipate really substantial linguistics studies

of the spoken speech of deaf children. But, apart from those concerned

with comparison of oral and manual methods of communication, which is

discuSsed below, I have been unable to find any published studieS.

The extensive studies of the written-language competence of deaf

persons reported by Cooper and RoSenstein (1966), and since then by a

number of other investigators, are too numerouS to review in depth. A

few general conclusiOns drawing on the summary of Cooper and Rosenstein

are the following. First, deaf children have been found to be signifi.

cantly retarded in their achievement test scores in terms of reading 01'

writing. Their written language typically contains shorte:r and simpleI'

sentences and. displays a diffe:rent distribution of the parts of speech

f:rom that of normal-hearing children. It is also true that the kinds

of e:rro:rs they exhibit are different from those found in normal-hearing

children and their speech has qualitieS of rigidity and stereotyping

not characteristic of the written language of normal-hearingchilli.:ren.

In the last few years Quigley and his associates at the University

of Illinois have been extensively studting the written language of deBf

children. For sXllmple; Marshall and Q;uigiey (1970) analyzed (in terms

of what a:re called. in the literatute) minimal terminal syntactic units

or t units in order "to measure cooperatively the syntactic complexity

of 'ira:riOUs samples of deaf speech)· gther .measures of cooplexity w:re

used as Well. FQ:r inSta.rtce, they used a sUbord1pation index; apparently
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first introduced by Heider and Heider (1940), which is the. ratio of verbs

in subordinate clauses to the total number of verbs in sentences. Essen

tially this measure determines the extent to which subordinate clauses are

employed in the construction of sentences. Marshall and Quigley found that

growth in complexity of the written language of deaf children is due mainly

to the use of increasingly complex noun phrases and only slightly due to

more complex verb phrases.

As in the case of spoken speech, there do not seem to be any detailed

empirical studies of the complete syntax of sampleS of deaf speech. By

"complete syntax'; I mean the construction of a generai;ive grammar for

large samples of such language. Some preliminary efforts to construct

probabilistic generative grammars in the senSe of Suppes (1970) for samples

of written deaf language have been undertaken in our Institute by Dr, Robert

Smith, but this work is as yet unpUblished.

Sign langUage, In just the last few years there has been an intensive

spurt of interest in the grBlDDlar of sign language, but interest in sign

language has a history that extends back hundreds of years. Important

studies during the past decade are those by Stokoe (1960, 1971), Stokoe,

Casterline and Crone'berg (1965) and McCall (1965). Detailed studies of'

the grammatical structure of sign langUage have appeared quite recently

Or are still in the process of being pUblished. I mention here Battison

(1971), who stUdied the relationship 'between signs and their reference

but did not work out a complete semantics. Fant (1972) looked at the

differences between American sign language and English from a syntactic

standpoint. He characterized the syntax of sign language as resem'bling

Short, simple ~nglish sentences, but again an explicit generative grammar
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controversy has been marked by strong expressions of opinion rather than

by skillful and objective experimentation and analysis of results. It

is hard .to think of an area in which really careful and extended experi~

mentation would be of more use, for there is a long tradition of support

of each position. Until recently, the oral position was probably the

dominant one, but in the last few years there has been an increasing

interest in and respect for what has been achieved by manual methods

beginning with the very young child.

The studies I review here draw upon the recent report by Bonvillian

and Charrow (l972). Alterman (l970) reviewed the two positions and

found no basis for the claim that oral skills are necessary for adjUst

ment to hearing society, that usage of the sign language makes learning

standard natural language more difficult, and that early exposUre of

the deaf child to parental spoken speech is beneficial. All in all,

his arguments make a case for early manual training. Ter~oort and

Verbeck (1967) found no correlation between early manual training and

progress in speech training. Montgomery (l966) found that learning sign

language does not negatively affect speech or speech reading skills.

Hester (l963) found that manual finger~spelling deaf students were

superior to an oral group of deaf children on standardized achievement

tests. Stevenson (l964) examined the educational achievement of children

who had learned sign language ~ersUS an orally taught groUp and found the

manual group superior in 90 percent of the matched pairs. Stuckless and

Birch (l966) compared l05 deaf children who were taught sign language

and whose parents were deaf 'with 337 matched deaf children who were

taught orally and whose parents were nQrmal~hearing adults. They
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found the manual group was better in speech reading, reading and somewhat

better in "psychosocial adjustment. They found no differences between the

groups in speech. Meadow (1968) reached similar conclusions and also

found that the manual group did somewhat better in elementary mathematics

learning.

To avoid the possible confounding in the Stuckless and Birch study

of having deaf parents in the one group and hearing parents in the other,

Vernon and Koh (1970) studied subjects with a family history of genetic

deafness. The manual and oral groups were matched for IQ, sex and age

and were examined on the variables of educational achievement, communi

cation skill and psychological adjustment. The investigators found that

the use of early manual communication produced better overall educational

achievement, including better performance in reading skills and written

language. Similar conclusions from groups someWhat differently selected

were also obtained in a later study by Vernon and Koh (1971).

The findingS just cited, together with those cited above about

the apparent parallel between the acquisition of sign language and the

acquisition of English, do seem to call for a thorough reevaluation of

the oral position in the language training of deaf children.

The studies reviewed by Bonvillian and Charrow and cited here ob~

viously favor the manual approach. The results of some of these studies

are impressive, but there are also some impressive gaps. We do not have,

for example, detailed learning studies comparing language acquisition

rates for the two methods, and the evidence of substantial success using

"either method with average deaf children is still unsatisfactory.
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That a positive correlation exists between deafness and other dis

abilities· is well known. However, the acquisition of language by deaf

children, who exhibit additional handicaps such as brain damage causing

language disorders and motor disorders, has not been examined here. A

good review of the literature on these matters may be found in Withrow

(15)66).

Language comprehension. As has already been indicated, the most

salient missing aspect of the analyses of the language of either deaf or

retarded children is the absence of serious attention to the semantics

of their language and the identification of defects in semantics, either

in terms of comprehension or production. The problems of identifying

difficulties of comprehension may be approached at many different levels

of detail. The most satisfactory would offer a full systematic semantics.

At this point I would like to give an example of some research con

ducted in the Institute On the written language comprehension of deaf

students. This example applies the kind of regression methods we have

used extensively for the analysis of relative difficulty of exercises in

elementary mathematics (Suppes, Hyman & Jerman, 15)67; Suppes, Jerman &

Brian, 1968; Suppes &Mo~ningstar, 1972). The regression models considered

we~e developed and tested by Mrs. Jamesine Friend, who was Coo~dinato~ of

the project in computer-assisted instruction for deaf students in the

Institute from 1968 to 1971. This example deals with the analysis of

difficulties deaf students encounter in reading and following written

directions. The directions occur at the beginning of the computer~

assisted instruction course "Language Arts for the Deaf," which was

delivered to deaf students in residential schools and also to deaf
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students in day classes using teletype terminals connected by telephone

lines to the Institute's computer at Stanford. Some examples of the

directions are the following. I show in capital letters the ~uestion

and the example to "Which the ~uestion must be applied.

Example 1 (from Directions Lesson 1):

/ / WHICH IS THE FIRST WORD?

SOME DOGS ARE FRIENDLY.

Example 2 (frCJIll Directions Lesson 2):

/ / WHICH WORD COMES AFTER "VERY"?

MY TYPEWRITER IS VERY BIG AND HFAVY •

Example 3 (from Directions Lesson 9):

/ / WHI CH IETTER COMES Bl!:FORE "E"?

SILVER

Example 4 (from Directions Lesson 16):

/ / TYPE TIlE IAST TWO LETTERS.

MILLION

Example 5 (frCJIll Directions Lesson 25):

/ / TYPE WE NUMBER BELOW 4.

2 7

6 4

8 3

A number of structural featureS in these exercises affect their difficulty.

In this kind of analY13is we identify the structural features independent

of any response data from the students; so that typical structural features

are syntax; number of words;. number of' characters; and so forth. Variables



of this kind have been used as structural features to predict the rela

tive difficulty of arithmetic word problems (Jerman, 1971; Loftus &

Suppes, 1972; Suppes, Loftus & Jerman, 1969). Mrs. Friend identified

14 such variables in the context of the language arts exercises on fol-

lowing directions. The variables she tested are the following.

Variable Xl: 0 if the direction is imperative.

1 if interrogative.

Variable X2: 0 if the direction is a simple sentence or a trans

form of a simple sentence.

1 if'. compound.

Variable x
3

: Number of key words in direction. ("Key- words"

distinguish one direction from another within

the same lesson. In Example 1 above, there is

only one key- word, "FIRST," whereas in Example 5,

there are two keY- words, "IAST" and "TWO. 'i)

Variable X4: 0 if the position cue is named (as in wHICI! LETTER

COMES BEFORE "E"?).

1 if' the position cue is described (as in wHICH LETTER

COMES BEFORE THE IAST LETTER?).

Variable X
5

: Number of words in the instruction.

Variable X6: 0 if' direction does not contain "above," "below,"

ItUhder, Ii "before II or !Tafter. H

1 if' it contains "above, ,i "below" or i'under."

2. if it contains "before" or "after."

Variable~: Lesson number.

Va:l:'iable X
8

: Ordinal position of the eJ<ercise within the lesson.
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Variable X
9
: 0 if preceding exercise involved the same task.

1 if otherwise.

Variable JS.O: Number of elements (words, letters, numbers) in the

stimulus display.

VariableX
n

: 0 if there are no critical distractors, i.e., distractors

that would be correct responses if the direction from

the preceding exercise were used.

Variable JS.2:

Variable JS.3:

Variable JS.4:

Number of distractors preceding the correct response.

Number of characters in the stimulus display (spaces not

included.) •

These 14 variables were applied to predict the mean probability of a

correct response to each of 125 exercises in lesson pretests for a sample

of sane 300 students. To be explicit, the regression equation is first

transformed because in an ordinary additive regression probability is not

necessarily preserved, and we can get predictions of negative probabilities

Or probabilities greater than one. We have therefore customarily used the

transformation

The regression equation then assumeS the fonowing form in terms of

t'1e dependent variable zi
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The results of the stepwise linear regression are shown in Table 1.

Nine of the variables account for 44 percent of the variance and the

Insert Table I about here

remaining five contribute little. (The square of the multiple correlation

(R2) is a measure of the percentage of variance accounted for by the

model.) The most powerful variable is X6, which deals with the inclu~

sion or exclusion of certain prepositions. The relative difficulty deaf

students have with prepositions is well known and familiar in the litera-

ture. The second most important variable is X
13

,

number of distractors preceding the correct response. This variable

corresponds closely to a serial position variable for the correct re-

sponse. The other variables entering during the first nine steps of the

regression, namely, variables X
7

, X9, :SO' :S4' X2, Xs and X4,

each contribute something, but do not make the dramatic contribution of

variables X6 and :Sy

Regression models of the kind just described are by nO means a final

answer to the theoretical problems of language production or recognition

on the part of deaf students. They do provide a good first entry into

the detailed study of comprehension. From the standpoint of constructing

cUrriculum they can be especially useful in providing a practiCal technique

for creating items of a given desired level of difficulty, for new items~~

questions or exercises--can be written such that they have specified values

of the structural variables, and thus a predicted probability Correct for

a given reference population of students.
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TABLE 1

Step-wise Linear Regression for 125 Exercises on Following Directions

-
Step Variable Multiple Increase F value Lsst

number number R2 in R2 for del. regression
R coefficients

1 6 0.37960 0.14410 0.14410 20.7108 -0.01019

2 13 0.56850 0.32319 0.17910 32.2826 -0.01903

3 7 0.59690 0.35629 0.03310 6.2309 -0.04448

4 9 0.61200 0.37454 0.01825 3.4883 0.00387

5 10 0.61880 0.38291 0.00837 1.6261 -0.02949

6 14 0.6 2590 0.39175 0.00884 1.7131 0.00180

7 2 0.62880 0.39539 0.00364 0.6907 0.09375

8 8 0.65500 0.42903 0.03364 6.8437 0.00531

9 4 0.66430 0.44129 0.01227 2.5144 0.03370

10 15 0.66930 0.44796 0.00667 1.3822 0.00102

11 5 0.67070 0.44984 0.00188 0·3970 -0.01215

12 11 0.67130 0.45064 0.00081 0.1502 -0.00182

13 12 0.67160 0.45105 0.00040 0.0735 -0.00588

14 3 0.67190 0.45145 0.00040 0.0820 0.00952

I
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Perhaps the most important feature of regression modelS is that they

give an estimate of magnitudes of effect and not just a significant rela~

tionship between a given variable and the responses of students. From

the standpoint of practical applications, a central weakness of many of

the studies reviewed in this chapter is that they have been concerned

to establish a statistically significant relationship between two vari

ables rather than to estimate the magnitude of an effect. The greater

power of an estimate of magnitude of effect is evident and is especially

important for any practical applications. When large samples of stUdents

are used, ordinarily a statistically significant relationship can often

be obtained, even if the actual effect of one variable on another is

small. In the designing of educational programs, especially the detailed

articulation of remedial programs for handicapped stUdents, methods that

aim at main effects and have substantial consequences for learning of

the stUdents are of prime importance. For purposes of identifying such

methods, regression models are more useful than the usual F tests and

t tests.

2. Concept Formation~ Abstraction

In this section I try to emphasize some of the critical theoretical

issues, for in many respects the quality of the empirical studieS on

concept formation in handicapped children has exceeded the quality of

.the theoretical analySis of the results. I emphasize in the diScussion

of retarded children :the USe of mathematical models to estimate individual

. learning parameters, and in the discussion of deaf children the iSsue of

verbal versus nonVerbal learning and mastery of concepts.
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2.1. Blind Children

Zweibelson and Barg (15)67) reviewed some of the earlier literature

and studied the concrete, functional and abstract levelS. of concept for·

mation in blind children in comparison with sighted children. The sample

was small (eight in each group), but carefully selected. The primary

instrument of. measurement was the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children.

Using nonparametric tests because of the smallness of the sample, the

investigators tested the hypothesis that the blind children would use

as many abstract concepts as the sighted children, and they rejected it

at the .05 level. The authors point out that their findings are in agree~

ment with those of Hayes (1941, 1950), who found that blind children tend

to obtain lower scores than sighted children on reasoning tasks, and those

of Rubin (15)64), ~o found that deficiencies in concept formation in the

congenitally blind tend to persist into adulthood. A detailed explanation

of the source of these related deficits is not to be found in the literature

and is not obvious.

Juurmaa (15)67) studied the cognitive ability structure of 228 blind

persons by teSting verbal comp:rehension, mental aritbnletic, spatial ability,

arithmetic reasoning, and memory. The results of factor analysis Showed

that the diffe~entiation of mental abilities was not hindered by blindneSs

as such. The analysis differentiated in a fairlY standard fashion the

various mental abilities. A significant finding on the memory tests was

that a larger portion of the variance of test performanceS of the blind

(in comparison with sighted persons) was due to the memo:ry for meaningless

rather than meaningfui Word pairs.
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Domino (1968) used his nonverbal measure of 44 problems, eaohcon

sistingof a series of dominoes, in finding a principle of progression

to study the intelligence of totally blind adults. The subjects were

30 male adults of chronological age ranging from 20 to 46 all totally

blind from birth. As hypothesized by Domino, the test proved to be

quite difficult for the blind subjects. The mean of 17.97 was lower

than the means obtained by fifth-(18.68) and sixth- (20.02) grade stu

dents in a previous stUdy by Gough and Domino (1963). Domino pointed

out, however, that it was difficult to decide whether the results were

due to retarded mental development on the part of the blind or to greater

difficulty of the test forms when presented in tactile as opposed to visual

form. The Care With which this study was conducted and the data were

analyzed points to the difficulties of making inferences about the rela

tivedifficulty of concept formation tasks for blind individuals, when

the concept task for almost all normal subjects makes extenSive use of

visual cues. Unfortunately, the extensive literature on concept forma

tion in pSyChology in the past 10 years has contained few tasks that

are not defined primarily in terms of visual cues. A useful area of

reSearch would be to study concept formation more extensively~ using

cues from nonvisual modalities in comparison of blind and sighted persons.

For example, many classical experiments on concept formation or identi

fication of geometrical shapes and sizes could be replicated almost

without structural changes by using the tactile rather than the visual

modality.

It is a familiar story, and I shall not attempt to reView the

extensive literature, that handicaps 'are pOSitively correlated. It
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is difficult to determine the extent to Which a cognitive deficit exhibited

in a study may be due to sensory deprivation alone in the case of either

blind or deaf children. Useful results are reported in the following

study.

Cohen (1966) reported a study of 57 out of 66 children followed from

birth in the Chicago metropolitan area. The significant point to report

here is the high correlation with other handicaps in the case of those

children who were under 1500 grams at birth. Cohen reported that 85

percent of the blindness within the group was caused by retrolental

fibroplasia, which is primarily the result of overoxygenization of pre

mature infants. (This is a common cause of blindness among newborn in

fants in this country.) He found that the Significant relationship is

that of mental retardation with blindness in those children who were

under 1500 grams at birth. In particular, about 50 percent of those

who were totally blind or had only light perception and who weighed

under 1500 grams at birth had IQs below 70. None of the full-term

children in the sample was so impaired in terms of mental retardation.

Cohen alSo gave the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, and

he found a lower than average performance for the whole test on the

Comprehension parts and a higher than average performance on the sUb

tests dealing with digit memory. A more detailed analysis of the com

PrehenSion items wculd be deSirable to identif'y more precisely what

.cognitive deficiencies accounted for the reduction in scores. In Cohen's

study, as in others of like nature dealing with the use of standard test

estimates, little attention is paid to the structural features of indi-

vidual items that might be used to deepen the analysis of cognitive

deficits.
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Tillman (1967) did report extensive analysis of variance resUlts

for the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children for 167 blind children

ages 8 to 12. The results showed that main effects of sex aM age are

not significant.. The main effect of subtests (information; comprehension,

arithmetic; similarities, vocabulary and digit span) was significant at

the .001 level.

In' another article, Tillman and Bashaw (1968) reported a multivariate

analysis of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children; comparing blind

and sighted children. On the basis of their results, which Will not be

reported in detail, the authors questioned the validity of this test,

especially the verbal sections; when used with blind children Without

modification.

2.2. Retarded Children

There are a large number of relevant papers in the psychological

literature on concept formation and abstraction in retarded persons.

I shall try to review only some of the more recent studies and to em

phasize at the end some of the theoretical issues that seem to need

attention.

An excellent review of the relative efficiency of concept usage

by retarded and nonretarded children is to be found in Zigler and Balla

(1971); they reviewed eight major studies, which by and large equated

the mental age of the retarded and nonretarded sUbjects. A couple of
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the studies reported more than one experiment. The 19 experiments,

whose resUlts are summarized, include the tasks of selecting .three

pictures that illustrate a concept.from a set of seven pictures, ver

balizing a concept common to the three pictures, associative clustering,

defining all words in an experiment, sorting cards in terms of some con

cept, and selecting four pictures that illustrate a concept from a set

of seven using different types of concepts (perceptual, use and human).

The performance ot the normal and retarded subjects was about the same

in 12 of the experiments, and that of the nonretarded subjects was bette!

in the remaining 7.

Similar results are reported in Blake and Williams (1968). Retarded,

"ormal and superior groups of students were compared on their attainment

of concepts by deduction, induction-discovery and induction-demonstration.

When mental age was held constant, the groups did· not differ in level of

concept attainment. Also, for all three groups, deduction was the most

effective, while the two inductive methods were about equal in effec

tiveness.

An earlier study by Braun (1963) is worth mentioning because of the

finding of a statistically reliable correlation between reading compre

hension and concept formation. He found, furthermore, that the relation

between concept formation and reading comprehension was significantly

"'-';rongel' than the relationship between IQ and reading ccmprehension.
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The task he used in his experiments required the subjects to identify a

concept represented in each of a series of cards.

A study of Hermelin and O'Connor (1958) supports the somewhat sur

prising results on language that in many cases retardates show deficien

cies not at the level of meaningfulness, .but at the level of automat ic

sequential performance. They found that 20 institutionalized children

with mean IQs of 40.7 did better in a concept task utilizing classifica

tion and quantity concepts than they did in a rote learning series. Ex

plicitly, the subjects were presented with a series of pictures and were

rewarded upon selection of the correct picture. In the rote memory series

the pictures simply consisted of random items. The third series utilized

pictures containing items of class and quantity, and it was in. the latter

series that performance was better.

Elam (1962) utilized 216 subjects: 72 normal SUbjects at the junior

high school level who were slightly above average, 72 normal fourth- and

fifth-grade students, and 72 retarded students with an IQrange between

50 and 80. These were canpared on similarity-difference problems under

a variety of stimulus-response and reinforcement conditions. Elam reported

that aside from their lower performances, the retarded subjects reacted to

the ..exper:imental variables in lnuch·the same way as the normal 8ubjeqts did.

A recent study of Blount (1970) found no significant difference

between retarded and normal subjects on a concept-usage task made up

frcra familiar items. The task required choosing the three of five

pictures that went together, as well as giving a verbal label for the

exemplified concept. The only superior aspect of the.nonretarded SUbjects'

performance was in their verbal. labeling of the concept. .Tones (1971)
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studied the feasibility of educable mentally handicapped children learning

simple schemata exemplified in stimulus patterns on checkerboards. While

the results were positive, they were not compared with a control group of

normsl subjects.

As some of the studies just mentioned indicate, it is especially in

the areaS of language control and verbalization that retarded persons

show the greatest difficulties. Milgram and Furth (1962), following

on Furth's earlier work with deaf children, showed that retarded children

perform more poorly in the discovery and application of a language-relevant

concept, but perform as well as normal children in solving problems that

depend only on perceptual rather than verbal modes of solution.

Similar results were obtained by Milgram (1966). To compare norms1

and retarded children, subjects were shoWn 18 sets of seven cards pic

turing common objects, three of which belonged to a conceptual claSS by

function, material, situation or shape. They were asked which three

"go together." In Task II the three correct cards in each set were

readministered and SUbjects were asked to say in what way "these three

go together." There was no significant difference between normal and

retarded children on Task I. There was a significant difference on

. Task II, which required a verbalization of the relevant concept.

Stephens (1968) has studied the types of errors retarded children make

in attampting verbal labels in order to get a better understanding of

what their difficulties seem to be, or, to put it another way, to identifY

more precisely the linguistic deficiencies of retarded children in con

cept tasks. His findings indiCated that a higher percentage of errors

by retarded children, in comparison with those of normal children, are
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either no response at all, or responses that are enumerative rather than

conceptual in character.

In a comparative study of learning and problem solving in retarded

and normal children, Miller, Hale and Stevenson (1968) found that when

the two groups were equated for mental age, no significant differences

were found in paired-associate and discrimination learning, but the

retarded children did markedly poorer than the normal children on tasks

involving the concept of conservation, the concept of probability, verbal

memory and anagrams. As the authors point out, the stUdy provides further

evidence of the difficulty retarded children face with complex tasks in

volving verbal processes.

Cawley (1970) studied verbal problem solving among educable mentally

retarded children with differing IQs. As might be expected, children

with higher IQs outperformed children with lower IQs, but the problems

dealing with existential quantification, superordinate set identification

and the inclusion of extraneous information were difficult for all the

sUbjects and provide further evidence of the central difficulty of verbal

processing for retarded children.

A widely accepted generalization is that retarded children

equated in mental age with normal children have greater difficulty

with abstraction, and a number of experimental studies with reasonable

controls support this generalization. I shall not review that litera

ture here but refer to some of the better-known studies: Halpin, 1958;

Jones and Spreen, 1967; Kerstvedt, Stacey and Reynolds, 1954; Prothro,

1943; Rosenberg, 1963. What is important, however, is to emphasize that

the differences between normal and retarded students, especially those
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equated for mental age, cannot simply be assigned in terms of abstract

ness or complexity, as the studies reviewed above about language indicate.

If a single generalization were to be made, it would be that verbal per

formance rather than abstraction as such is the critical deficiency of

retarded persons.

As has already been indicated, it is beyond the scope of this article

to cover the extensive literature on learning in retarded children; however,

the excellent review of these matters by Estes (1970) raises a number of

issues pertinent to cognition as well. (An excellent older review of the

research on learning in mentally retarded children is Denny, 1964.) Estes

devotes a number of pages to reviewing the Zeaman and House (1963) two

stage attentional model for discrimination learning, which is applicable

to concept identification and, if not in principle at least in practice,

to some concept-formation tasks. The Zeaman and House work is almost

unique in being one of the few cases in which a theoretically detailed

set of assumptions has been applied to problems of concept formation or

identification in retarded children, for example, in color-form discrimina

tions. The two stages in their model represent an attentional process and

a learning process.

What is surprising and almost paradoxical in the theory is that the

main differences in learning for subjects of different mental ages are

reflected in the initial attentional process, which primarily consists

of learning to attend to the correct or relevant dimensions of a prob

lem. Very small differences are reflected in the learning of the appro-

. priate associations once the proper dimensions are attended to. ln one

analysis, for example, groups of children with mean mental ages of
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2 years 4 months and 4 years 6 months, respectively, were compared. The

curve for-the higher group rose steeply from chance to nearly 100 percent

correct responses over about 40 trials. The curve for the lower group

differed only in that it hovered around the chance level of 50 percent

correct, responding with no obvious trend for about 180 trials before

beginning to rise. Then, like the curve for the higher group, the trend

rose steeply to virtually 100 percent correct responses over about 40

trials.

Backward or Vincent learning curves were used in this study to

detect learning trends (the theoretical reasons for using such curves

are set forth in detail in Suppes & Ginsberg, 1963). As Estes points

out, it is hard to accept that the only differences in learning of re

tarded children can be identified simply as the probability of attending

to the correct dimension. Since the attentional function is a probabilistic

function and sums to one, this would mean that if the theory were pushed

relentlessly, on same dimensions the performance of retarded children

should be better than that of normal children, because they must have

a higher probability of attending to these dimensions.

In principle individual parameters can be estimated in the model,

but in practice this has not been done. In fact, I have been unable

to identity any studies of concept formation or identification in re

tarded stUdents, or even for groups of subjects stratified according to

mental age, that actually work out models in sufficient detail to esti

mate in standard statistical fashion learning parameters for individual

subjects. In view of the extensive work that has been devoted in mathe~

matical psychology to the development of such models over the past two
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decades, it would seem especially desirable to push the detailed analysis

of data by the application of such models and the identification of various

phases of learning at a more abstract level in terms of the estimation of

parameters. It would also be interesting to then regress the estimated

parameters for individual subjects or stratified groups of subjects on

variables of mental age, chronological age and other features of overall

performance.

I conclude this subsection with a sketch of the kind of quantitative

model I would advocate applying initially to concept-formation experiments

with retarded children. The experiment with normal first graders on the

concepts of equivalence and identity of sets reported in Suppes (1965)

is fit fairly well by a one-element learning model. The assumption of

the model is that each concept corresponds to a single stimulus pattern

that is conditioned on an all-or-none basis to the correct response.

By assuming a beta distribution for individual differences in the con

ditioning parameter c, more exact and quantitative comparisons between

normal and retarded children could be made by estimating such beta dis

tributions for the two populations. It would be anticipated that in

many studies the 'mean for the beta distribution of the retarded children

would be significantly lower than that for the normal children, but the

overlap in the two distributions, as well as in the scatter plots of the

individual estimated parameters, would provide information to deepen

our summary view on the differences and similarities of the two popula

tions with respect to'different conceptual tasks. As I have emphasized

before, the estimated magnitude of the difference in the two distributions,

not the mere existence of a difference, is what is needed, both for deeper
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theoretical developments and also for consideration ·of practical problems

of providing retarded children a differentiated, special school curricu1urrl.

Concept-formation experiments with normal children but .feasib1e for re

tarded children and relevant to the school mathematics curriculum are

reported in Suppes (1965) and Suppes and Ginsberg (1963).

2.3. Deaf Children

EXcellent reviews of the literature on concept formation in deaf

children have been provided by Furth (1964, 1966, 1971). In the most

recent of these reviews (Furth, 1971), 39 studies are listed and sum

marized. In view of the up-to-date character of this review and its

accessibility, I shall not review this literature, but rather, shall

connnent on some of the issues raised by Furth and others.

The fundamental issue raised by Furth and many of the investigators

whose experiments he summarized is the question of whether deaf children

show a deficit in concept formation once verbal aspects of the task are

removed. Put another way, in experiments that require no verbal compre

hension are there significant differences in performance between deaf

and normal children? Even more than in the case of concept formation

Or identification by retarded children, Furth has presented persuasive

evidence from a number of experiments that there are often not signifi

cant differences. As he admits, however, the situation is not simple,

and some contrary evidence can be cited. The important issue, however,

is the role of language- in concept formation. Here, it seems to me,

rurth does not reallY make a strong theoretical point, because his

. analysis is concerned entirely with command of a standard natural

language. As he points out, in letter recognition tasks and others,
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the processes deaf children use are not clear. Process-oriented approaches

to cognitive skills seem to argue strongly that some sort of language is

being used internally, even if the language is not that of the society

in which the children live.

Apart from the issue of the necessity of an internal processing

language, two other remarks may be made about Furth's position. The

first is that it would be interesting to see what the performance of

deaf children who understand sign language would be if sign language

were used to provide equivalent verbal instructions, or in the case

of responses, to provide a medium for response by the child. There

are of course some difficult problems of methodology. If comparison

with normal children is desired, as in most cases it is, then compara

bility of the two media of communication is neede.d to judge whether

a communication deficit exists. The methodological problem is rather

similar to the study of concept formation in blind children when con

cepts are transferred from the visual to some other sensory modality.

The second remark concerns Furth's discussion of logical rea~oning

and the claim from some of his own experiments that deaf children exhibit

capacities that show only small deficits at most. The point is that the

experiments on logical reasoning are all extremely elementary. More

complex kinds of inference, even of the kind that can be given young

no;rmal children (ages 6 and 7 years, for example), are difficult to test

outside a verbal context. For example, in Suppes (1965), data on the

intuitive inference capacities of young children are cited for the clas~

sical forms of inference running from modus ponendo ponens to quantifica~

tional logic using universal and existential quantifiers and two-place
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predicates. The experimental items are all verbal in form, and it would

not be poSsible to give an exact parallel in nonverbal form.

When we turn to still more complex material requiring logical infer

ence, the situation is even more completely and more thoroughly imbedded

in a verbal context. I mention, for example, recent studies of the kinds

of mathematical proofs given by college students in introductory logic

courses (Kane, 1972; Moloney, 1972; Goldberg &Suppes, 1972). Here

again, more sophisticated forms of reasoning can scarcely be investigated

in a nonverbal context. It seems to me that the real test will be not

successful efforts to transform more sophisticated forms of inference

into nonverbal contexts, because this seems prima facie impossible, but

rather to test the ability to communicate and to handle such inferences

in sign language. These more developed forms of inference are not pri~

marily auditory in nature but visual; for example, there is very little

development of mathematical proofs in purely auditory fashion.

Additional studies in support of Furth's thesis can also be mentioned.

Vernon (1967) surveyed 33 research studies and came to the following three

conclusions: there is no close relationship between verbal language and

cognitive thOUght processes, verbal language does not serve as a mediating

symbolic system of thought, and there is no relationship between concept

formation and the level of verbal language development.

Competence in abstraction of deaf persons has in many studies been

found closely linked to verbal functioning. For example, Ol.tron (1953)

found the deaf deficient in nonverbal abstract functioning as determined

. by a sorting test, and he concluded that the source of the deficiency

was the result of language retardation. On the other hand, Rosenstein·
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(1959) and Kates, Yudin and Tiffany (1962) found no significant difference

between deaf and hearing children in their ability to abstract or generalize

when the language reqUirements of the exper:ilnent were Within the capacity of

the deaf child. Stachyra (1967) found s:ilnilar results in a study of 123 deaf

pupils and a control group of 100 normal children in LUblin, Poland. Using

picture tests of the kind described earlier, he concluded that the ability

to abstract a concept from concrete objects or pictures does depend on the

development of verbal skills.

Although I only cite a few of the studies here, the literature is

large and the controversy is far from settled. From an educational stand-

point the critical issue is one of discovering the best means of facili-

tating the learning of concepts and abstractions by hearing-impaired

children. To what extent this can be done by extensive development of

manual communication as more abstract and systematic areas of knowledge

are reached is as yet not clear. We badly need to understand better how

successful we can be at teaching manual communication, with subsequent

transfer to the use of a written natural language of a conventional sort.

·So far as I have been able to determine, the appropriate research studies

do not exist.

3. Arithmetic Skills

Blind Children---
The one extensive study of arithmetic achievement of blind children

identified in the literature (Nolan, 1959) studied the differences in

achievement in. computation among several schools for the blind. The

conclusions were interesting in the following respect. Nolan found
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that the problems in achievement did not seem to stem directly from prob

lems of mental ability, but rather they varied so much from one school to

another that they had to be accounted for in terms of social and other

environmental variables.

I have not been able to find any detailed studies analyzing the

specific difficulties blind children encounter in arithmetic.

3.2. Retarded Children

There are a number of studies dealing with the performance in ele

mentary mathematics, and especially arithmetic, of retarded children. In

terms of achievement on standardized arithmetic tests, Cruickshank (1946a,

1946b, 1948a, 1948b), Dunn (1954), Jones (1920), and Merrill (1924) found

that retarded and normal children do not differ much in arithmetic compu

tation, but Cruickshank and Dunn found significant differences in the

results of arithmetic reasoning tests. Cruickshank looked in more detail

at the differenceS between the two groups and found that normal children

score better than the retarded children on most types of arithmetic skills

involving either reasoning, abstraction, exclusion of extraneous informa

tion, or using verbal information.

Klausmeier and Check (1962) studied retention and transfer in arith

metic. The problems they dealt with concerned mainly the computing or

"compilation" of a specific amount of money with the fewest umber of coins.

The average and above-average children used paper and pencil, but the re

tarded children were permitted to use actual coins. They found. that when

the retard.ed. children were given an appropriate representation of the problem,

in this case by means of actual coins, the normal and. retarded. groups were

able to retain and. transfer arithmetic problem-solving abilities without
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Significant differences between the groups for periods of either 5 min

utes or 7 weeks. In a related study, Klausmeier and Feldhusen (1959)

examined arithmetic learning and retention as related to school instruc~

tion for low-, average- and high-intelligence students. Although original

acquisition scores were different for the three groups, the retention

scores were not significantly different. This lack of significance

also held for a related transfer condition in the task.

An excellent study to mention, in order to guard against too simple

generalizations about the arithmetic skills of retarded children, is

Finley (1962). Fifty-four mentally retarded children in special classeS

with IQs ranging from 50 to 75, mean chronological age of 13 years 7

months, were compared with normal subjects of eqUivalent mental a€le;

the normal sUbjects had IQs ranging fran 90 to 110 with a mean chrono

logical age of 8 years 9 months and were in regular classes. Three 20

item tests were prepared and administered in weekly intervals in the

following sequence: concrete, pictorial and symbolic representation.

Three hypotheses were tested:

(i) Arithmetic achievement of retarded children is independ.ent of

the context in which the problem is presented;

(ii) Arithmetic achievement of normal children is independent of

the context;

(iii) There is no difference between the arithmetic achievement of

retarded and normal children of the same mental age in instruments of

like context.

Hypotheses (i) and (ii) were rejected; significant differenceS were

found for both retarded and normal children. For the retarded children
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children.. Such settings would provide not only practicaJ. opportunities

for intenSive teaching, but also opportunities for understanding ina

much deeper way the actual course of learning of arithmetic skills in

retarded children. The detailed regression models and still more spe

cific automaton models tested in Suppes, Jerman and Brian (1968) and

Suppes and Morningstar (1972) seem suitable for application.

:3. :3. Deaf Children

. I have been able to find no detailed studies dealing with the mathe

matical abilities of deaf students beyond the skills of arithmetiC. Var

ious reports show that deaf students have a grade-placement deficit on

arithmetic achievement scores (computation, concepts and applications)

relative to their chronological age, and data show that their rate of

progress in any given year of school is usually below the average for

normaJ. children.

Apart from data on achievement tests, I have been able to find few,

if any, studies.providing a detailed profile of arithmetic skills in deaf

children. For this reason, I have decided to devote this section to re

porting some of the extensive data on the arithmetic performance of deaf

children we have collected in our Institute at Stanford over the past

severaJ. years. As far as I can determine, the data I report here, which

are being analyzed with Lindsay L. Flannery and will be pUblished in de

tail elsewhere, constitute the largest body of data on specific arith-

. meticaJ. skills of deaf children yet anaJ.yzed.

Data fram our various drill-and-practice programs in arithmetic have

been collected in the context of extenSive curriculum development in

computer-assisted instruction at the Institute. This development
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includes continuous revisions running from 1964 to the present, with the

result that an increasingly individualized curricul1.m1 has evolved. The

data cited were collected for the strands program, which presents an in-

dividualized lesson to each student depending upon his level of achieve

ment in each of 14 basic strands or skills. Movement of an individual

student upward in a strand from one class of exercises to the next de-

pends only upon his level of performance. In a curricul1.m1 organized

in this fashion we thus have an unparalleled opportunity to compare in

some detail the performance of deaf and normal-hearing students, because

each student is advanced to the next step in a given skill only after he

has exhibited mastery at the level on which he is currently working.

The 14 strands on which the curriculum is based are shown in Table 2.

Within each strand, exercises of a homogeneous type are grouped into

Insert Table 2 about here

equivalence classes; for example, all horizontal addition exercises with

a S1.m1 between 0 and 5 constitute one equivalence class. Each strand

contains either five or ten classes per half year, with each class being

labeled in terms of a grade-placament ec;[uivalent. As can be seen from

the list of strands in Table 2, the standard core curriculum in arith-

metic is covered by these strands.

In addition to the identification of the strands and ec;[uiva1ence

. classes of exercises within a strand, a decision is made about how much

emphasis should be given to each strand at each grade level. To deter-

mine this, the curriculum was divided into 12 parts corresponding to

half-year interVals and a probability distribution was determined for



Strand

TABLE 2

Content and Duration of'Each Strand

Content Grade range

1

2

3

4
..

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Counting and place value 1.0-7.0

Vertical addition 1.0-6.0

Horizontal addition 1.0-3.5

Vertical subtraction 1.5-6.0

Horizontal subtraction 1.0-3.5

E'l.uations 1.5-7.0

Horizontal multiplication 2.5-5.5

Vertical multiplication 3.5-7.0

Fractions 3.5-7.0

Division 3.5-7.0

Large numbers and units of' measure: tilne,

money, linear measure, dozen, 1i'l.uid measure,

12

13

weight, Roman numerals, metric measure

Decilnals

Commutative, associative and distributive laws

1.5-7.0

3.0-7.0

3.0-7.0

14 Negative numbers
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the.proportion of exercises in each strand for each half year. The

determination of the probability distribution was based upon a prior

analysis of three standard textbook series, with subsequent smoothing

and adjustments of the empirical distribution thus derived. A more de

tailed account of the curriculum of the strands structure and the par

ticular way in which the individual student moves through the structure

is given in Suppes and Morningstar (1970).

The data for this curriculum are drawn from the school year 1970-71

when the program was used by approximately 1500 hearing and 800 deaf

students across the United States. The various schools were all linked

to the Institute's computer at Stanford by phone line. The exercises

were presented in the schools to .students seated at teletype terminals,

and the data represent entirely responses input on a teletype keyboard.

About half the nOrmal-hearing children were drawn from an economicallY

depressed district. A high percentage of the students in this district

are black.

The basic data are the mean percentage correct for each of the

equivalenCe classes of the strands curriculum as described above for

both deaf and normal~hearing students. It is important to emphaSize

that before a student could reach a given equivalence class on a given

strand he had to master the previous eqUivalence class leading up to

it, independent of his grade placement or chronological age. In a

genuine sense, therefore, we were able on a very broad basis to ccm

pare the performance .of deaf and normal~hearing students with a common

basis of preparation and previous performance. Moreover, numerous

predictive studies of achievement suggest that this equating of past
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achievement is more important than e'!uating of IQ.. In other words, a re-

gressione,!uation with achievement as the dependent variable and previous

achievement and IQ. as independent variables will almost always have a larger

positive coefficient for previous achievement than for IQ.. Detailed results

of this kind may be foUnd in Suppes and Morningstar (1972, Chapter 9).

Two conclusions, founded on answers to several hundred thousandexer-

cises, emerge from this massive data analysis. The first is that objective

features of the curriculum, for example, whether a vertical addition problem

has a carry or not, dominate the ease or difficulty of exercises in much the

same way for both deaf and normal-hearing children. Although the massive

tabulation of data to demonstrate this is omitted, two typical graphs of

proportion of correct responses for the e,!uivalence classes in two strands,

the fraction strand and the strand concerned with the commutative, associa-

tive and distributive laws of arithmetic, are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The

relatively close match between the curves for deaf and normal-hearing children

Insert Figures 1 and 2 about here
---------------------------------

is e,!ualed by corresponding results for the other 12 strands (detailed ,!uan

titative data are given in Suppes &Flannery, 1972). The significant point

is that the algorithmic fraction strand and the conceptual strand concerned

with the laws of arithmetic show ,!uite similar features.

This leads to the second conclusion, which is more surprising than the

first: the performance of the deaf children is almost always slightly better

than that of the normal-hearing children. More exactly, of the 781 e'!uiva-

lence classes, summing across all grades and strands for which we have data,

the mean percentage correct Of the deaf students was higher than that of the
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normal-hearing students for 67"3 classes, and the same to two decimals for

22 classes. These massive data support the thesis that the cognitive per

formance.. of deaf children is as good as that· of normal-hearing children,

when the cognitive task does not directly involve in a central way verbal

skills. From an educational standpoint, the data suggest that with proper

organization of teaching effort, we should be able to obtain results in

arithmetic as good for deaf children as we do for average to slightly

below-average normal-hearing children.

4. Concluding Remarks

From this survey of cognition in handicapped children several broad

conclusions emerge. First of all, language problems are central to the

ea.ucation of handicapped children and to their becoming productive members

of the society. At the same time, it is cle.ar that a great deal still needs

to be learned about the source of their language difficulties, and how these

difficulties can be met. Extensive experimentation and theoretical analysis

seem called for in terms both of language comprehension and language produc

tion. It is surprising to find how inadequate the detailed information is

about the grammatical structure of productions by any of the three main

groups of handicapped children, and it is also surprising that a detailed

semantical theory of their problems of communication is as yet scarcely

developed. On the other hand, adequate theoretical tools for systematic

analysis of either production or canprehension grammar and semantics have

only become available in the last few years. Hopefully we ma;y look forward

to significant developments on these matters in the next decade.
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Another conclusion is that we need to transfer the excellent meti'lO<iology

developed -for the study of learning, especially in.retarded childre~, of dis

crimination and simple association paradigms to more complex tasks.and to

blind and deaf children as well. There now exists in general psychology a

wealth of quantitative and mathematical models of learning, several of .which

have been applied to complex concept-formation tasks. In view of the impor

tance of understanding in detail the learning problems_of these children, it

is hoped that the tools developed in general psychology will be applied to

their special problems. In fact, I see no reason not to urge that detailed

mathematical models be applied to subject~matter learning and performance,

especially to the cUrriculum of basic skills of language, mathematics and

reading. The increasingly widespread availability of computer facilities

for on-line computer~assistedinstructionmakes such studies considerably

more feaSible than in the past.

Finally, I would like to emphasize a point made earlier, namely, that

in future experimentation we need to give more attention to estimating the

magnitudes of effect of various< training procedures and less attention to

establishing the existence of a statistically significant difference. -Only

from knowing the magnitUdes of effect as opposed to the mere-fact of the

existence of differences can wetnake wise practical judgments about embarking

on new and possibly costly training programs.

The study of cognitive processes in handicapped children is an opportunity

both for important theoretical work and for direct application Of-significant

theoretical results to practical problems of education. As this survey should

- make clear, a great deal has already been done, but it is fair to say that the

most important work lies ahead of us.
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